German Shepherd Dog Club of Queensland (Inc)
Championship Show Saturday 9th July 2016
Judge Mr. Louis Donald
Baby Puppy Dog
1.
KELINPARK MAGNUM (AI (*Cobra d’Ulmental HD-ED (Italy) x *Ch. Kelinpark Butterscotch AZ)
Very Promising
2.
VONEHRLICH REMO (AI) (*Xavi von Tronje aED (Den) x *Vonehrlich Freya AZ)
Very Promising
3.
KANTENNA KARMA MAN (*Juwika Destroyer (Imp Den) HD-ED x *Ch. Kantenna Coz I Can AZ)
Very Promising
Minor Puppy Dog
1.
KAYGARR ARKO (*Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ x *Ursa av Thorarinn HD-ED (Imp. Nor)
Above medium size, medium strong, richly coloured black and gold dog, good head and expression,
good neck, good withers, firm back, the croup should be a little longer and better laid, the upper arm
should be better laid, deep hind angulation, the hocks should be much firmer for the age, not
presented in the best of coat.
Very Promising
Junior Dog
1.
CASTASTAR ERAGON (*Xaro vd Plassenburg aED (Imp Deu) x *Ch. Castastar Alexi AZ)
66.5cm. Very large, strong, substantial, animated black and light gold dog. I would like to
see the colour stronger. Good head and expression, dark eyes, he should stand more correct
when viewed from the front, high withers, firm back, the croup should be a little longer but is well
laid, powerful neck, very good length of the forelegs, good fore and underchest development. In the
individual presentation he was a bit unruly. Stepping behind the hocks should be much firmer,
stepping a little wide in front, during movement he shows good drive and reach, the back should
remain a little firmer. Ideally the fore reach should be a little more extensive. Size is a problem.
Very Good
Intermediate Dog
1.
SUNDANEKA FLEETWOOD MAC AZ (*Ch. Ustinov v Romerland SchHIII aED (Imp Deu) x *Sunadenka
Joan of Arc AZ) 66cm. Very large, just medium strong expressive dog who stands correct when
viewed from the front, good eye colour and shape, large ears, good reach of the neck, high withers,
pronounced downward bend of the lumbar spine, the upper arm should be longer, very good length
of foreleg, he requires further forechest development, good hindquarter angulation, the pasterns
should be firmer, steps correct behind, good hock firmness, steps correct in front, good elbow
connection, during movement he shows good drive and reach through a firm back, the hindquarter
should remain a little firmer.
Very Good
Open Dog
1.
*LABO vom SCHOLLWEIHER aED H-Neg SchHIII (Imp. Deu) (*Arex von der Wilhelmswarte aED x
*Fraya d’Ulmental aED) 65cm. A large, medium strong, dry, very well coloured well pigmented,
typey, masculine, confident and expressive dog who gives a very good impression in stance.
Presented in very good condition and weight he is standing correct when viewed from the
front, has very good eye colour and shape, good strength of the skull and foreface with good mask
colour, good ear size and shape, the ears could be a little higher set, very good length and strength
of the neck, high wither position, firm back, very good fore and hind angulation that should
not be any deeper, very well laid croup, very good length of the forelegs, balanced fore and
under chest development. He steps correct behind with very good hock firmness, he steps correct in
front with good elbow connection. During movement he shows a powerful drive with very good
forehand reach and free effortless expansive movement transmitted through a firm tight backline.
Excellent
2.
*CH. INDIO DI CASA NOBILI HIT HD-ED H-Neg (Imp Italy) (*Geck di Casa Nobili SchHII HD-ED
(Sweden) x Dolly di Casa Nobili aED (Italy) 65.5cm. A large, strong, well coloured strongly pigmented,
outgoing, masculine expressive dog who stands correct when viewed from the front. He has a broad
skull and strong foreface with dark well shaped eyes, very good ear size and set, high withers, very
good fore and underchest development, strong neck, firm back, balanced and effective fore and hind
angulation, very good length of the forelegs, good croup angle, stepping correct behind with good
hock firmness, stepping correct in front with good elbow connection. Presented in very good
condition he should not carry any further weight. In movement he shows a powerful drive, his
movement is steady and balanced with very good forehand reach, pasterns in movement should be
a little firmer, the back remains firm. During the gaiting performance he remained energetic and
focused.
Excellent
3.
*AMBALA ON FIRE AZ (*Toby vd Plassenberg aED (Imp. Deu) x *Ambala Candy AZ
65cm. A large dog with a missing canine & incisor upper left. He is a just medium strong black and
light gold coloured dog with acceptable mask colour, he is expressive and stands correct when
viewed from the front, he has dark well shaped eyes with good ears size and set, high withers
position, firm back, good croup, his upper arm is a good length but should be better laid, very
good hind angulation, very good length of the forelegs, good forechest development, stepping from
the rear the hocks should be much firmer, stepping a little close in front, during movement he shows
a powerful drive with good fore reach transmitted through a firm back. I would like his breathing be
a little easier.
Excellent
CHALLENGE DOG
RESERVE CHALLENGE DOG

*LABO vom SCHOLLWEIHER aED H-Neg SchHIII (Imp. Deu)
*CH. INDIO DI CASA NOBILI HIT HD-ED H-Neg (Imp Italy)

Baby Puppy Bitch
1.
KIESERHUND LEETORIE (*Juwika Destroyer HD-ED (Imp Denmark) *Sannjesa High Flyer AZ)
Very Promising
2.
KELINPARK MALTESER (AI) (*Cobra d’Ulmental aED (Italy) x *Ch. Kelinpark Butterscotch AZ)
Very Promising
3.
CASTASTAR FALLON (*Ch. Jacknell Coz I’m TNT AZ x *Castastar Delilah HT AZ)
Very Promising
4.
KANTENNA DIAMOND LIL (*Labo vom Schollweiher aED H-neg SchHIII (Imp Gmy) x *Kantenna
Venus De Milo AZ)
Very Promising
5.
KANTENNA VIRGINIA BLACK (*Juwika Destroyer HD-ED(Ger) x *Kantenna Miss Underztood AZ)
Very Promising
6.
DEBBAR EMERSON (*Logo v Radhaus HD-ED (Imp Serb) x *Ch. Debbar Varuni AZ)
Very Promising
7.
VONEHRLICH REMMI (AI) (*Xavi von Tronje aED (Denmark) x *Vonehrlich Freya AZ)
Very Promising
8.
KANTENNA LETS DANCE (*Juwika Destroyer HD-ED (Imp Denmark) x *Ch.Kantenna Coz I Can AZ)
Very Promising
9.
KARHAM WAIT N DESTROY (*Juwika Destroyer HD-ED (Imp Denmark) x *Ch.Karham Worth The
Wait AZ)
Very Promising
10.
KANTENNA TRUE LOVE (*Xeno von Arjakjo HD-ED (Imp. Deu) x *Kantenna Code Breaker AZ)
Promising
Minor Puppy Bitch
1.
JAYZSTYRKE STUNNING IN GOLD (*Toby vd Plassenburg aED (Imp Ger) x *Andacht Pepery AZ)
Double P1 upper right. A medium size, richly coloured strong and typey puppy with very good
substance, a well formed head and very good expression, good eye colour, standing correct
when viewed from the front, she has good withers placement for her age, a powerful neck, firm
back, good croup, balanced fore and hind angulation and good fore and underchest development.
Showing normal puppy infirmness when stepping behind, she is stepping correct in front and
during movement she shows very good drive and reach through a firm back. An impressive well
trained puppy with a very promising future outlook subject to all going well for her.
Very Promising
2.
JAYZSTYRKE PEPERS GOLD (*Toby vd Plassenburg aED (Imp Ger) x *Andacht Pepery AZ
A medium size well coloured black and gold puppy of very good strength, large close set ears that
are yet to firm, good strength of the skull and foreface, good eye colour, good wither position for
her age, slightly short slightly steep croup, the upper arm should be a little longer and better laid,
good chest development, good length of forelegs. She should be a little firmer stepping from the
rear at this age.
Very Promising
3.
PURPLEMAX MEG MAC (Bluemax Biskit AZ x *Bluemax Tiger Tears AZ)
Just medium size, medium strong, black and gold bitch, large ears that should be higher set, stands
correct in front, good reach of neck, high withers, firm back, upper arm should be a little longer,
croup should be a little longer, very good length of foreleg, she requires further chest development.
The hindquarter angulation should not be any deeper, stepping behind the hocks should be firmer,
steps correct in front.
Very Promising
4.
ASTASIA ASHER (*Ch. Xaro vd Plassenburg aED H-Neg (Imp Deu) x *Astasia Buffee AZ)
Medium size, medium strong, black and gold bitch, good eye colour, stands correct when viewed
from the front, large ears, good reach of neck, high withers, firm back, upper arm should be a little
longer and better laid, good hindquarter angulation, good length of foreleg, balanced chest
development, slight rise over the back, during movement she shows good drive and reach
transmitted through a firm back.
Very Promising
Puppy Bitch
1.
BRONACRE SALTED POPCORN (*Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ x *Bronacre Philadelphia Freedom AZ CD ET)
A just above medium size, medium strong, elongated bitch with a good head and expression, good
eye colour, stands correct viewed from the front, good reach of neck, high withers firm back, good
formation of the croup, good forehand angulation, deep hind angulation, good length of the
forelegs, balanced chest development. Stepping wide behind, stepping correct in front. During
movement she shows good drive and reach through a firm back.
Very Promising
2.
FREINHAUF ELLE MACPHERSON (*Toby vd Plassenberg aED (Imp Gmy) x *Pedra Degli Achei HD-ED
(Imp Italy) Above medium size, just medium strong, energetic very animated puppy with an outgoing
disposition, damaged left ear. Eyes should be darker, standing correct when viewed from the front,
the pasterns are a bit upright and the neck should be just a little longer, high withers, slightly short
upper arm, deep hind angulation, she is yet to develop a little more fore and underchest. She steps
correct behind, normal puppy elbow infirmness, during movement she shows very good drive with a
slightly high stepping for action. The back is firm. A promising puppy with good structural
foundation.
Very Promising
3.
KAYROSSI LOGOLICIOUS (*Logo v Radhaus HD-ED (Imp Serbia) x *Kayrossi Ms Behaving AZ)
Medium size, slightly fine bitch where the head should be stronger and the eyes darker, correct when
viewed from the front, high withers firm back, slightly short croup, high tail set, upper arm should
be longer, deep hind angulation, very good length of the foreleg, good chest development. She
should step a little more correctly behind, elbows are a little open and during movement the
pasterns should remain much firmer. The forereach is restricted.
Very Promising

4.

LAWINE TAKIRA (*Toby vd Plassenberg aED (Imp Ger) x *Lawine Zasjeminca AZ)
Medium size, medium strong, black and gold bitch, stands correct in front, good eye colour, ears just
a little high set, upper are should be a bit better angled, good wither position, good length of foreleg,
firm back, slightly short slightly steep croup, slightly short underchest, pasterns should be a little
firmer. Stepping just a little wide behind hocks are firm, stepping correct in front elbows should be a
little firmer. During movement she shows good drive, just slightly restricted fore reach, the back
should remain firmer.
Very Promising
Junior Bitch
1.
CASTASTAR EVITA HIT AZ (*Xaro vd Plassenburg aED (Imp Ger) x *Ch. Castastar Alexi ET PT AZ)
61cm. A bitch standing on the absolute maximum size. She is a large expressive bitch with slightly
rolled tipped ears, standing correct in front, dark eyes with large ears, the neck should be more
powerful, good withers the back has a slight peak, good croup, slightly short upper arm, good
length of forelegs, requires a little more fore chest development, good under chest development,
good hindquarter angulation, stepping correct behind, stepping correct in front, elbows should be
a little tighter, during movement she shows good drive and reach through a firm back.
Very Good
2.
HEIKO KIRRA LILLY AZ (*Gerry von Schacher aED (Imp Deu) x Heiko Mags Allover AZ)
61cm. A bitch standing on the absolute maximum size just slightly fine bone, the eyes should be
darker, good reach of neck, standing correct viewed from the front, high withers, firm back, slightly
short croup, very good length of forelegs, good fore and underchest development, she should not
be any deeper in hind angulation, I would like to see a little more forechest development,
stepping a little wide behind, stepping a little wide in front, during the individual examination I
would like her to be more relaxed and self assured. Her movement is restricted - she shows a high
lifting at the elbow stepping fore action.
Very Good
Intermediate Bitch
1.
*BLUEMAX SALTED PRETZEL AZ (*Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ x Bluemax Tanzin AZ)
61cm. A very large black and gold bitch who is carrying too much weight. A typey expressive bitch
with good eye colour, she should stand more correct when viewed from the front, a powerful neck,
good withers, firm back, the upper arm should be just a little longer, very good hind angulation,
balanced chest formation, stepping behind the hocks should be much firmer, she could step better
in front. During movement she shows a powerful drive and good fore reach. A bitch that presents a
good picture in stance other than carrying too much weight and this did show in her movement after
some extended gaiting. As stated on the pegs I considered placing her second in this class but the
size of the second bitch when seen in a comparative relaxed position left me with reservation.
Very Good
2.
*ASTASIA ROXI AZ (*Ch. Xaro vd Plassenburg aED H-Neg (Imp Deu) x *Astasia Holly AZ)
61cm A very large, just medium strong, black and gold tan expressive, energetic and dry bitch with
large ears, good eye colour, good strength of the skull and foreface, powerful neck, good withers
position, firm back, slightly short slightly steep croup, the upperarm is of good length but should be
better laid, very good length of forelegs, she stands correct when viewed from the front, stepping
from the rear the hocks should be a firmer, stepping from the front the elbows should be firmer,
during movement she shows very good drive and reach through a firm back.
Very Good
3.
JAYSHELL JOKER AZ (*Enosch di Casa Nobili HD-ED(Imp. Italy) x *Jayshell Petra AZ)
60cm. A large bitch who should be stronger in the bone, large ears, light eyes, good strength of the
skull and only good foreface strength , good strength of the neck, high withers, firm back, just slightly
short slightly steep croup, good fore and hind angulation, very good length of the foreleg, good chest
development, stands correct viewed from the front, stepping just a little wide behind the hocks are
firm, stepping just a little wide in the front elbows should be a little tighter, during movement she
shows good drive and reach. I would like to see the reach a little more expansive
Very Good
4.
*CH DEBBAR BELLA AZ (*Indio di Casa Nobili HD-ED (Imp Italy) x *Ch. Debbar Varuni AZ)
61cm. Very large, black and gold well pigmented expressive bitch, eyes should be darker, stands
correct in front, good reach of the neck, high withers, straight firm back, short slightly steep
upper arm, good length of forelegs, deep hindquarter angulation, she should have more forechest
development, stands correct when viewed from the front, stepping correct behind, good hock
firmness, stepping correct in front elbows should be firmer, during movement she shows very
good drive but slightly restricted fore reach transmitted through a firm back.
Very Good
5.
*AMBALA PLAYBOY BUNNY AZ (*Xaro vd Plassenberg (Imp Deu) x *Ambala Funky Miss HT)
60cm. Large, should be a little stronger in the bone, large ears, could be just a little higher set,
good breadth of skull, good eye colour, good reach neck, high withers, firm back slightly short
slightly steep croup, slightly short slightly steep upper arm, good fore slightly short underchest,
very good length of foreleg, stand correct in front, the thighs should be broader. Stepping
correct behind good hock firmness, stepping correct in front however elbows are a little open.
During movement she shows very good drive and reach through a firm back a bitch that looks
more impressive in movement that stance.
Very Good
Open Bitch
1.
*CH JAYSHELL WINONA AZ (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ x *Blackngold Honey Jumble AZ)
57cm. A medium size, outgoing and expressive, medium strong, typey, dry bitch of overall well
balanced construction, dark mask and animated expression, good ear size and set, dark well
shaped eyes, high withers, firm back, good length and lay of the croup, the upper arm should
be just a bit better laid, good length of foreleg, pasterns should be firmer, very good hind
angulation, balanced fore and underchest development, stands correct viewed from the front.
Presented in very good condition and weight she steps correct behind with very good hock
firmness, she steps correct in front with good elbow connection. During movement she shows
very good drive and reach transmitted through a firm backline. Her movement is free, balanced
and totally convincing. With special note of her size and balance in construction she represents
the higher level of excellence. Excellent

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

*AWESAMSHEP BRANDY AZ (*Zony vom Haus Gerstenberg aED (Imp Ger) x Astasia Carma AZ)
61cm. A very large expressive bitch of good colour, ears are slightly close set, I would like to see the
stop a little more defined, good eye colour, slight roman nose, good reach of neck, good withers,
firm back, the upper arm should be slightly better laid, too deep hind angulation, the croup should
be a little longer but well laid, very good length of foreleg, balanced chest formation, stepping behind
the hocks should be firmer, stepping correct in front with good elbow connection, during movement
she shows very good drive and reach through a firm back.
Excellent
*ANDACHT PEPERY AZ (*Pepe vd Zentieche aED (Imp Deu) x *Andacht Spanish Eyes AZ) A very
large well coloured bitch who stands a little wide in front. The eyes should be darker, roman nose,
good strength of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short slightly steep croup, very good hind
angulation, good length of the foreleg, good chest development. Stepping correct behind with good
hock firmness, stepping correct in front with good elbow connection. During movement she shows
very good drive but with slightly restricted forehand reach through a firm back.
Excellent
*AMBALA FUNKY MISS AZ HT (*Kwint vom Juerikstall HD-ED (Imp NDL) x *Ambalas Dollys Diva AZ)
59cm. A large, medium strong, slightly long, dry, expressive bitch, good ear size and set, good eye
colour, stands correct when viewed from the front, strong neck, high withers, good back, good
croup, the upper should be longer and better laid, very good hind angulation, she should not be any
deeper, good forechest development, pasterns should be firmer, stepping correct behind good
hock firmness, stepping correct in front elbows are a little open. During movement she shows good
drive and reach, the back should remain just a little firmer in the ligaments.
Excellent
*ANDACHT GENE POOL AZ (*Ch. Fakir vom Heinrichplatz aED T.D. (Imp Deu) x *Andacht
Spanish Eyes AZ) 59cm. Above medium size, strong substantial bitch with slightly large ears,
standing correct viewed from the front, slight roll tip to the ears, strong neck, good withers
firm back, good croup, the upper arm should be a little better laid and longer, very good hind
angulation, good fore and underchest development, stands correct viewed from the front.
Slight curvature over the backline, steps correct behind good hock firmness, steps correct in front,
good elbow connection. During movement she shows good drive and reach through a firm back.
Excellent
*KANTENNA SO WHAT AZ (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ x *Ch. Kantenna Coz I Can AZ)
61cm. A very large well coloured strongly pigmented expressive bitch with round eyes of good
colour, stands correct when viewed from the front, good reach of neck, high withers, firm back,
slightly steep slightly short upper arm, good chest development, she should not be any deeper in
hind angulation, good length of foreleg, stepping behind the hocks should be a little firmer,
stepping correct in front the elbows should be a little tighter, during movement she shows good
drive with slightly restricted fore reach. There is a tendency to carry her neck just a little too high.
Excellent
*CH ABELARA UNIQUE MISS AZ (*Ch. Indio di Casa Nobili HD-ED (Imp Italy) x *Andacht I Am
Legion AZ) 59.5cm. A large medium size medium strong very well coloured well coloured well
pigmented bitch whose ears should be higher set, eyes should be darker, stands correct viewed from
the front, good reach of neck, good wither height, firm back, steep croup slightly steep upper arm
should have a litter more forechest development, good underchest development, very good length
of foreleg. Stepping from the rear the hocks should be a little firmer, stepping from the front the
elbows are quite open. During movement she shows good drive with a slight lifting action of the
forelegs.
Excellent
*CH LAVERANCE DELTA AZ (*Ch. Schneeberg Ultimately Cryptic AZ x *Jezlan Regina AZ)
59cm. Above medium size, medium strong, stretched bitch who should be a little more animated,
good eye colour, good reach of neck, high withers, back should be a little firmer, good croup,
slightly short slightly steep upper arm, just a little too deep in the hindquarter, she should not be
any deeper in chest, the pasterns should be a little firmer, stepping correct behind with good hock
firmness, stepping just a little wide in front with good elbow connection, during movement she
shows good drive and reach however it should be more expansive. A bitch lacking in energy
and enthusiasm.
Excellent

CHALLENGE BITCH
RESERVE CHALLENGE BITCH

*CH JAYSHELL WINONA AZ
*AWESAMSHEP BRANDY AZ

BEST STOCK COAT
RESERVE STOCK COAT

*LABO vom SCHOLLWEIHER aED H-Neg SchHIII (Imp. Deu)
*CH. INDIO DI CASA NOBILI HIT HD-ED H-Neg (Imp Italy)

Baby Puppy Dog LSC
1.
SURFIR APACHE REBEL (Amberg Vocco AZ x *Ch Druann Katch AZ)
Very Promising
2.
FAX MISSION IMPOSSIBLE (*Ch Shernaa Pakros aEDH-Neg (Imp UK) x Ch. Fax Yr Summa AZ)
Very Promising
Junior Dog LSC
1.
CH VOLSCARO SUMMER THUNDER AZ (*Ch. Siegen Suris Alfie AZ x *Volscaro Ciao Bella AZ)
64cm. Just above medium size, medium strong, well coloured, well proportioned dog, dark eyes,
good length of neck, wither should be more pronounced, firm back short steep croup, the
upper arm should be a little longer, good hindquarter angulation, good length of fore leg, stands
correct from the front, hocks should be a little firmer stepping away, stepping correct in front, the
pasterns should be a little firmer during movement. During movement the drive and reach should be
more expansive. The movement was quite unsettled.
Very Good

Intermediate Dog LSC
78.
AMBERG VOCCO AZ *Pepe vd Zenteiche aED (Imp Deu) x Amberg Yumi AZ)
64cm. Above medium size, medium strong, very well coloured, well pigmented masculine dog, eyes
should be a little darker, ears should be just a little higher set, stands correct in front, good
strength of neck, high withers, firm back, short steep croup, good length of foreleg, pastern should
be firmer, presented in good coat, stepping behind the hocks should be a little firmer, stepping
correct in front but the elbows should be a little tighter to the body, during movement shows good
drive and reach through a firm back, the reach should be just a little more extensive.
Very Good
Open Dog LSC
1.
*SHERNAA PAKROS aED IPOII H.I.T. (IMP UK) (*Pakros vom Pendler aED x Shernaa Cookie aED)
65cm. A large, strong, richly coloured well pigmented dog with very good expression and outlook.
Good breadth of skull, good strength of foreface, dark eyes, standing correct viewed from the front,
strong neck, good withers, firm back, steep croup, the upper arm should be just a little longer, good
chest development, very good hind angulation, good length of foreleg. Presented in very good
condition, stepping correct behind, good hock firmness, stepping correct in front with good
elbow connection. During movement he shows a powerful drive with very good forehand reach
transmitted through a firm back.
Excellent
2.
*CH. DENARGUN UNCLE FESTER AZ (*Yester vom Feuermelder aED (Imp. Gmy) x *Denargun
Kwacker AZ) 65cm. Large, strong, very well coloured, expressive dog who stands correct viewed
from the front, dark eyes, good ears size and set, plains of skull and foreface should be better
aligned, good reach of neck, withers should be a little higher, slight curvature over the back, slightly
steep croup, good fore and slightly short underchest, standing correct when viewed from the
front, stepping a little close behind, stepping correct in front the elbows should be tighter. During
movement he shows good drive but with a slightly high stepping fore action.
Excellent
CHALLENGE DOG
RESERVE CHALLENGE DOG

*SHERNAA PAKROS aED IPOII H.I.T. (IMP UK)
*CH. DENARGUN UNCLE FESTER AZ

Baby Puppy Bitch LSC
1.
SURFIR AINTNBODY GOTTIME FTHAT (Amberg Vocco AZ x *Ch Druann Katch AZ)
Very Promising
Minor Puppy Bitch LSC
1.
COSSOVANE TOUCH OF MAGIC (*Juwika Destroyer HD-ED (Imp Denmark) x *Cossovane Nadia
AZ) Above medium size, black and gold expressive puppy, high withers, good back firmness, croup
should be a little longer, puppy should not be any deeper in hindquarter angulation, slightly
short upper arm restricts forereach a little.
Very Promising
Junior Bitch LSC
1.
ASTASIA VITARNI AZ (*Xaro vd Plassenberg aED (Imp Deu) x *Awesamshep Brandy AZ)
60cm. Double P1 upper right. Large, strong, expressive bitch whose eyes should be darker, stands
correct when viewed in front, good reach of neck, withers should be higher, firm back, croup
should be little longer, upper arm should be a little longer, good length of foreleg, good fore and
slightly short underchest, steps correct behind good hock firmness, steps correct in front good
elbow connection, during movement shows very good drive and reach transmitted through a firm
backline.
Very Good
2.
AWESAMSHEP ELLI MAY (AI) (*Lararth Vegas HD-ED x *Ch. Awesamshep Cassia AZ)
57cm. Medium size, medium strong bitch who should be a little more expressive and more
outgoing, large lowset ears, eyes should be darker, powerful neck, withers should be higher,
firm back, slightly steep croup, good fore and hind angulation, good length of foreleg, balanced fore
and underchest development, stands correct when viewed from the front. Steps close behind,
stepping from the front the elbows should be more closed. During movement shows good drive
and reach transmitted through a firm back.
Very Good
Open Bitch LSC
1.
*SUP CH. AVAHLEE GIRLS KEEP SECRETS AZ (*Calli vom Fiemereck aED SchH1 (Imp. Gmy) x
*Freevale Secret Girl Stuff AZ) 59.5cm. A large, typey, dry, well coated, medium strong, very
expressive outgoing, highly animated bitch with good ears and ear set, good breadth of the skull and
foreface, very good eye colour, high withers, firm back, slightly short and steep croup, slightly short
slightly steep upper arm, very good hind angulation, very good length of foreleg, standing correct
when viewed from the front, steps correct behind with good hock firmness, steps correct in front the
elbows could be just fractionally tighter, during movement she shows very good drive and reach
through a firm back.
Excellent
CHALLENGE BITCH
*SUP CH. AVAHLEE GIRLS KEEP SECRETS AZ
RESERVE CHALLENGE BITCH
ASTASIA VITARNI AZ
BEST LONG STOCK COAT
*SHERNAA PAKROS aED IPOII H.I.T. (IMP UK)
RESERVE LONG STOCK COAT
*SUP CH. AVAHLEE GIRLS KEEP SECRETS AZ
BEST IN SHOW
*LABO vom SCHOLLWEIHER aED H-Neg SchHIII (Imp. Deu)
RESERVE BEST IN SHOW
*CH. INDIO DI CASA NOBILI HIT HD-ED H-Neg (Imp Italy)
Summary;
There were a number of beautiful dogs in the show and the atmosphere and management of the event was
refreshing and a credit to the show committee and its President Sharon Ballantyne.
Issues to be observed in breeding; There were far too many bitches standing on the absolute maximum
size. The issue of the normalizing of the downward lumbar spine bend was discussed with exhibitors. Many
exhibits are on the cusp or over angulated in the hindquarters. Large ears are increasing. Short upper arms
predominated all classes.
Louis Donald

